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Abstract Recent results in language engineering sim-

plify the development of tool-supported executable do-

main-specific modelling languages (xDSMLs), includ-

ing editing (e.g., completion and error checking) and

execution analysis tools (e.g., debugging, monitoring

and live modelling). However, such frameworks are cur-

rently limited to sequential execution traces, and can-

not handle execution traces resulting from an execution

semantics with a concurrency model supporting paral-

lelism or interleaving. This prevents the development of

concurrency analysis tools, like debuggers supporting

the exploration of model executions resulting from dif-

ferent interleavings. In this paper, we present a generic

framework to integrate execution semantics with either

implicit or explicit concurrency models, to explore the

possible execution traces of conforming models, and to

define strategies for helping in the exploration of the

possible executions. This framework is complemented
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with a protocol to interact with the resulting execu-

tions and hence to build advanced concurrency analysis

tools. The approach has been implemented within the

GEMOC Studio. We demonstrate how to integrate two

representative concurrent meta-programming approa-

ches (MoCCML/Java and Henshin), which use differ-

ent paradigms and underlying foundations to define an

xDSML’s concurrency model. We also demonstrate the

ability to define an advanced concurrent omniscient de-

bugger with the proposed protocol. The paper, thus,

contributes key abstractions and an associated protocol

for integrating concurrent meta-programming approa-

ches in a language workbench, and dynamically explor-

ing the possible executions of a model in the modelling

workbench.

Keywords Language Engineering · Model execu-

tion · Model concurrency · Simulation · Concurrent

Analyses / Debugging

1 Introduction

To realise the vision of model-driven engineering [41]

(MDE) and language-oriented programming [51] (LOP),

where domain-specific modelling languages (DSMLs)

are defined and used for software development, we need

to make the development of such DSMLs and the cor-

responding tool support as easy and cost-effective as

possible. Over the last decade, the research community

has invested substantial effort into developing so-called

language workbenches [20], which provide generic tool

support parametrised over language specifications (syn-

tax, semantics. . . ) that can be instantiated by inter-

pretation of, or generation from, a largely declarative

language specification. This work has substantially sim-

plified the development of new languages and tool sup-
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port, making the MDE and LOP vision more feasible

in practice.

While, initially, work on language workbenches fo-

cused on supporting the syntax and static semantics

of DSMLs (and providing editors and static analys-

ers), leaving execution primarily to the development

of template-based code generators, more recently there

has been a growing interest in language workbenches

for executable DSMLs (xDSMLs, e.g., see chapter 26

of [21] or [8]). Here, in addition to a specification of

the language syntax, language engineers provide a spe-

cification of the DSML’s execution semantics (aka. be-

havioral semantics) and the language workbench uses

this to provide additional services such as (omniscient)

debuggers and analysis tools. This has enabled the ef-

ficient development of execution and analysis support

for new DSMLs.

To date, most language workbenches support the

specification of an execution semantics in the form of a

sequence of steps (i.e. total order), leading to a sequen-

tial execution of the conforming models. However, mod-

ern software systems and execution platforms involve

complex concurrency concerns. Most modern software

systems are distributed and involve complex commu-

nications, and current execution platforms are involving

complex parallel architectures. When a DSML captures

knowledge from a domain where concurrent aspects are

important, its operational semantics must capture the

concurrent aspects so that they can be handled during

the execution of a model. Systematic and generic sup-

port for concurrent languages is still missing; although

some specialized implementations have been developed

(e.g., [32,53]). While the execution semantics can be

specified using different paradigms (e.g., imperative or

declarative rewriting rules), one of the key challenge

is to enable language workbenches to plug-in different

meta-programming approaches, with a common execu-

tion engine able to interpret a behavioral semantics,

possibly with concurrency.

In this paper, we demonstrate how key abstractions

can be used to handle the concurrency in a behavi-

oral semantics independently of the way it is actually

encoded. Based on these abstractions, we demonstrate

how a generic execution engine supporting a given set

of common services can be implemented. We show how

this generic execution engine is able to embrace two

very different ways to specify the concurrency in an op-

erational semantics. We show how such an implementa-

tion can be used to provide a protocol for analysis tech-

niques such as concurrent omniscient debugging. We

also show how we can give additional control over con-

currency to the language engineer and language user to

enable the dynamic exploration of a language’s concur-

rency model. We have implemented our approach in the

GEMOC Studio language workbench [8], but the over-

all approach is applicable to any language workbench,

possibly using different technological spaces [30].

Specifically, we make the following contributions:

1. A set of key abstractions based on studies about

multi form logical time to embrace concurrent as-

pect in a technology independent way;

2. A generic interface for both explicit and implicit

concurrent models and a generic execution engine;

3. The concept of concurrency strategy to support the

dynamic exploration of the concurrency model for a

given conforming and running model;

4. A set of specific concurrency strategies that we have

found useful for the exploration of concurrency; and

5. A prototypical implementation demonstrating the new

concepts and the overall approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

We provide a motivating example in Sect. 2 before in-

troducing our key abstractions in Sect. 3. Section 4 then

gives a high-level overview of our approach together

with a description of the generic framework for concur-

rent model execution. Section 5 introduces the concept

of concurrency strategies and discusses how they can be

used to dynamically explore the concurrency model. We

then present the prototypical implementation in Sect. 6

and an evaluation of our approach in Sects. 7 and 8. Fi-

nally, we discuss related work in Sect. 9 and conclude

the paper in Sect. 10.

2 Background and Motivating Example

The main ingredients of an executable domain-specific

modelling language (xDSML) are its abstract syntax

and its operational semantics.1 In this section, we scope

the xDSMLs we are considering in our approach, namely

metamodel-based xDSMLs with concurrent operational

semantics. At the same time, we introduce an xDSML

for production-line systems as a motivating and running

example used throughout the paper. Its concurrent op-

erational semantics is defined twice with very different

state-of-the-art meta programming approaches.

2.1 Abstract Syntax

We assume that the abstract syntax of an xDSML is

defined using a metamodel, which is an object-oriented

model composed of interconnected metaclasses, each

1 We deliberately leave out the concrete syntax since it does
not impact the executability of a DSML, and our approach is
independent of any, textual or graphical, concrete syntax.
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Figure 1: Metamodel of the production-line language
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Figure 2: An example production line

capturing a concept of the domain of interest. To il-

lustrate our proposal, we introduce an xDSML2 that

allows the modelling of simple production-line systems

(PLS). As can be seen in the metamodel in Figure 1,

such production-line systems consist of Machines ma-

nipulating Parts and connected to Containers (which

can be Trays holding Parts ready to be manipulated by

a machine or Conveyors taking Parts from a Machine

to a Tray).

Our production-line xDSML has been specialised

to a very narrow domain, namely for describing pro-

duction lines that produce Hammers from Heads and

Handles. Consequently, appropriate subclasses are de-

fined for the Part metaclass and suitable specific types

of Machines have also been defined in the metamo-

del. The xDSML, then, allows combining these elements

into suitable production-line models, using a concrete

syntax defined in Sirius [48]. Figure 2 shows an example

model of a simple production line. On the left, there are

two machines producing handles and heads, respect-

2 This xDSML has previously been developed for the e-

Motions system [39].

ively, and depositing them onto conveyors that even-

tually will move them into a shared tray. An assem-

bler machine then takes handles and heads from this

tray and will produce hammers in turn. The example

model shows a state of the system, where 3 heads and 3

handles have been produced and 2 of each are awaiting

assembly in the shared tray.

2.2 Defining a Concurrent Operational Semantics

Once the abstract syntax of the language is specified,

it is important to define the behavioural semantics of

the language to enable execution and analysis support

for new DSMLs. Existing language workbenches often

overlook the concurrency aspect of the DSML behavi-

oural semantics, leading to poor support of concurrency

analysis. For now, we consider a concurrent operational

semantics to be an operational semantics that allows

exploration of concurrency related concerns; typically

allowing to explore different execution paths due to in-

terleavings. While there are many ways to define such

concurrent operational semantics, we use, for illustra-
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tion purposes, in this paper two different approaches ap-

plied to the production-line xDSML: one using declarat-

ive rewriting rules defined using a graph transformation

approach (specifically, Henshin [43]), and one using im-

perative rewriting rules together with a modular and

formal description of how and when the rewriting rules

can be applied (specifically, MoCCML [17,16]).

To define the concurrent operational semantics of

our xDSML, we first need to differentiate the runtime

state of a model from the static parts of the model.

In any executable model, some parts are static (aka.

abstract syntax tree), and some others correspond to

the runtime state, also called the dynamic state. For

instance, if one considers the concept of Variable in a

language, its type and its initial value are static parts

of the model while the current value of the variable is

part of the runtime state. While both the model and

the runtime state will be accessed by the semantics,

only the runtime state can be changed during execution.

The GEMOC studio [10] supports a modular definition

of both parts (i.e., separate cross-referenced metamod-

els that are subsequently woven together). However, for

the sake of simplicity, we present a combined version of

the metamodel: the runtime state is captured by meta-

class Part and its sub-classes and their associations

with other meta-classes. Everything else captures the

static part of any production-line model (i.e., the struc-

ture of the production line itself rather than what parts

are currently being produced).

Next, on the basis of the metamodel (both the static

part and the runtime state), we need to define the ac-

tual concurrent operational semantics. We implemented

a first version using our Henshin engine for the GEMOC

Studio [53]. Henshin provides a graph transformation
tool [43]. The rewriting rules can then be implemen-

ted in a declarative way (cf. Figure 3, focusing on the

rules relevant for our example3). Hence, we provide a

structured operational semantics using graph-transfor-

mations to describe the individual steps—called graph-

ical operational semantics by Corradini [14]. Rules gen-

erateHandle and generateHead, respectively, specify

that a GenHandle and GenHead machine can produce

a new Handle or Head at any time. Rule moveAlong

describes that any Part on a Conveyor can move to

the corresponding Tray, if any. Finally, rule assemble

shows how an Assembler machine takes a Head and a

Handle and produces a new Hammer from them. The

Henshin engine comes with a rule application system

that computes the applicable rules for a given runtime

state, and provides options to apply one or several of

3 While not shown in these example rules, Henshin also
supports rules that read or modify attribute values of model
elements.

Listing 1: A simple Kermeta aspect for the generate

head rule

@Aspect(className=GenHead)
class GenHeadAspect{

def void work(){
var aHead = PLSFactory.eINSTANCE.createHead ()
_self.out.currentParts.add(aHead)

}
}

Listing 2: A MoCCML excerpt to constrain the call

(partial) order of rewriting rules

context Machine
def : doWork : Event = sel f .work()

context Conveyor
def : doMoveAlong : Event = sel f .moveAlong ()

context Conveyor
inv moveAfterMachineProductionNoInitial:
( sel f .parts ->size() = 0) implies
Relation Precedes(
sel f .Machine ->first().doWork , sel f .doMoveAlong)

them simultaneously as decided by the user, this way

allowing exploration of different acceptable execution

paths [53].

We also implemented a second version of the same

concurrent operational semantics for the motivating ex-

ample using MoCCML [17,16], a dedicated metalan-

guage to formally define partial orders, and Kerme-

ta 3 [24] to define the rewriting rules as object-oriented

and imperative methods. For instance, the generate-

Head in Kermeta 3 is shown in Listing 1.

Nothing in Listing 1 specifies when the rewriting

rule should be called. This is the goal of the MoCCML

model [10]. For this purpose, each rule is associated

to an event and the events are constrained together

based on the static information in the model. For in-

stance, in Listing 2, two events are defined (doWork

and moveAlong). Then, a relation specifies that, if there

are no initial parts on the conveyor, then the machine

feeding the conveyor must work before the conveyor can

move the item along. This way, if we consider the top

left conveyor of Figure 2, the head generator can work

at any time but the conveyor can move along only the

number of times the generator worked.

There is a fundamental difference between the two

ways we have specified the concurrent operational se-

mantics—specifically, how the semantics determine when

a particular event can occur. In graphical operational

semantics, this is implicit in the rules defining the dif-

ferent kinds of events: if a rule’s left-hand side matches

the current state, the event can potentially occur, pos-

sibly multiple times if there are multiple matches and

possibly concurrently with some other rules if its right

hand side does not overlap with the left hand side of
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Figure 3: Operational semantics of the production-line xDSML specified using Henshin. In each rule, grey elements

marked preserve represent model elements that need to be present for the rule to be applicable and that won’t be

changed by the rule. Red delete elements represent model elements that must be present and will be removed and

green create elements mark elements that will be newly created in the model when the rule is executed.

the other one(s). In contrast, with MoCCML, the condi-

tions under which an event can occur and the relation-

ships between event occurrences are specified explicitly.

The two different approaches, namely Henshin and

MoCCML, come with different underlying paradigms,

leading to different implementations of the same con-
current operational semantics. They both provide in-

teresting features, with different pros and cons. While

a full comparison of these two approaches is out of scope

for this paper, the differences motivate the need for

key abstractions that allow different approaches to be

handled uniformly. In this paper, we introduce a gen-

eric framework in which concurrency exploration can

be done independently of the approaches used for the

description of the concurrent operational semantics.

3 Key Abstractions to Embrace Concurrency

In order to define a generic framework with concurrency

specific services independently of any specific techno-

logy used for specifying the operational semantics, we

need to rely on key abstractions to represent the concur-

rent part of the operational semantics. In this section,

we introduce the notions of concurrency model, logical

steps and their relation in our definition of a concurrent

operational semantics.

3.1 Concurrency Model

In order to introduce the concepts of concurrency model

and concurrent execution trace, we rely on an intro-

ductory example. Let us consider the simple language

S composed of Statements where a statement can be

an Action, a Fork with its set of Blocks of statements

that can be executed concurrently, or a Join.

Figure 4: An illustrating program written in the S lan-

guage.

Figure 4 provides a program written in the S lan-

guage. In this example, the sequence B;C can be ex-

ecuted concurrently with the sequence D;E; both after
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Figure 5: A representation of partial order underlying

the simple S program from Figure 4, as it could be

computed by the concurrency model.

A and before F . Additionally, the C must always fol-

low B and E must always follow D. This is a partial

order that can be represented like in Figure 5 by a set

of Precedes constraints between the application of re-

writing rules. In this partial order, any total order is a

correct execution with respect to the concurrent oper-

ational semantics. This total order is more than just a

topological sort of the graph; it should consider the con-

current application of rewriting rules. For instance, in

program S the application of B.exec and D.exec can

occur concurrently. Additionally, in more realistic ex-

amples, a partial order is usually not expressive enough

since conflicts between two sets of actions may be re-

quired (e.g., due to an if − then − else statement or

due to access to a shared resource). The appropriate

expressiveness to specify the set of acceptable execu-

tions in a concurrent execution context is out of the

scope of this paper and has been theoretically studied

for a long time [52,34,3,2,33,15]. We took advantage

of Multiform Logical Time [2] to embrace these form-

alisms and defined a concurrency model as an artifact

which, given a specific program at a given runtime state

(i.e., at a given step of its execution), can provide the

exclusive sets of rewriting rules that can be applied to

move to the next step. Each of these sets specifies the

rewriting rules that can be applied concurrently. From

the runtime state point of view, the application of a set

of rewriting rules is seen as a unique operation. These

sets are the eligible futures of the execution. The ap-

plication of their rewriting rules leads to different execu-

tion branches and they can consequently be used to ex-

plore, to understand or to analyse the intrinsic concur-

rency of the model and its implication (e.g., deadlock or

functional non-determinism). The sets of rewriting rules

proposed by a concurrency model at a given step take

both the causalities and the conflicts into account. Note

that conflicts can result in different execution branches

that will never merge again due to their effect on the

runtime state or on the opposite it can result in different

execution branches representing different interleavings

of rewriting rules that result in a same runtime state

where the branches merge. It is worth noting that the

concurrency model used in this example assumes that

all actions are atomic; that is they do not take any time.

Durative actions—actions that take time and where an

action B may start partway through the execution of

an action A—are an important concept in concurrency

modelling. Such durative actions can be captured on

top of our concurrency model—for example, by provid-

ing an explicit model of actions under execution (and

possibly of time) and translating durative actions into

an explicit atomic start and end action (cf. [39,40]), but

the details of any such encoding are out of scope for our

paper.

3.2 Logical Steps

While executing a concurrent program, there is a need

to make explicit what rewriting rules have actually been

applied between two runtime states. For this purpose,

we introduced the notion of Logical Step. A logical step

is abstract and defined as a set of changes realized in the

runtime state. This means that here also we consider

a general form of concurrency similar to, for instance,

tagged signal [34] or logical time [15], where the partial

ordering of event occurrences is the primary concern,

independently of the actual process behind each event

occurrence. A logical step can be either an atomic step

or a parallel step. An atomic step is a specific logical

step linked to one rewriting rule of the transition sys-

tem, whose execution realizes a set of changes in the

runtime state—for example, the execution of an action

in an S program. To execute an atomic step, we need

to access and read different parts of the model and of

the runtime state and, then, change specific parts of

the runtime state. We call atomic step footprint [23]

the set of elements of both the model and the runtime

state that are read or changed as well as the set of meta-

classes of the runtime state of which new instances are

created during the execution of an atomic step. A par-

allel step is composed of a set of atomic steps that are

executed concurrently. The parallel step footprint is the

union of internal atomic step footprints.

To illustrate, each topological sort of the directed

graph from Figure 5 is a valid trace of the illustrative

program from Figure 4; where each edge is a logical

step and each node a runtime state. Figure 6 can be

seen as a Labelled Transition System [27], where la-

bels are structured by using logical steps. On the left

of Figure 6, we can see that any execution starts with

an atomic step A. It means that there is a single re-

writing rule called in the first step of the execution,

which corresponds to the execution of an action in the

program. Then the execution continues with another
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Figure 6: All possible interleaving of actions from the

S program from Figure 4

single action executed: Fork. At this point, three dif-

ferent logical steps are eligible futures of the execution:

one atomic step where only action B is executed, one

where only action D is executed and one parallel step

where both actions B and D are executed in parallel. If,

for instance, the execution follows the step where only

B is executed, then three new logical steps are eligible

futures: C, C ‖ D, or D alone. Let us consider that • is

a runtime state; -
∣∣.∣∣) represents a logical step and that

the name of an action represents the execution of the

underlying rewriting rule. One possible execution trace

is: •-
∣∣A∣∣)•-∣∣Fork

∣∣)•-∣∣B∣∣)•-∣∣∣∣CD
∣∣∣∣)•-∣∣E∣∣)•-∣∣Join∣∣)•-∣∣F ∣∣)•. The

diamond from Figure 6 actually represents all the ac-

ceptable interleavings between the execution of the B;C

sequence and the D;E sequence that has been construc-

ted by querying the concurrency model and by visiting

all logical steps.4

To summarize, the concurrency model is an artefact

that can be used to figure out what is the next accept-

able set of exclusive logical steps that can be taken at

any time during the execution. It acts as a scheduler

of the rewriting rules that relies on a foundational lo-

gical time model. The logical steps are then a way to

1) store what are the rewriting rules that have been

called between two runtime states; and 2) make expli-

cit the footprint of the executed rewriting rule(s).

3.3 Concurrent Operational Semantics

We call a concurrent operational semantics an opera-

tional semantics that provides a specification of the con-

currency semantics (of the constructs defined within the

syntax), such as we can reason about it (e.g., explor-

ing impact of different interleavings). Indeed, a com-

mon approach in the literature is to rely on the meta-

language provided to specify the operational semantics

4 More details about this example can be retrieved from
http://github.com/jdeantoni/simpleConcurrentLanguage.

to implicitly describe this concurrency semantics, of-

ten intertwined with the operational semantics. This

means that the transition system corresponding to the

operational semantics is mixed up with the concurrency

model that would describe possible interleavings or par-

allelism. For instance, one would use Java for defining

the execution semantics of a given DSML (e.g., in the

form of a visitor), and to rely on the thread Java lib-

rary to specify the concurrency semantics of the DSML

constructs that require it. Hence, the DSML semantics

is not only described in the DSML semantics’ specific-

ation, but also implicitly inherited from the one from

Java thread (thus, from the concurrency model of the

JVM). This makes the concurrency model depend on

the concurrency model provided by the meta-languages

to define DSML execution semantics. As a result, it is

difficult to reason over the concurrency concern since

this is mixed up within the operational semantics.

In this paper, we investigate how concurrency mod-

els derived from concurrent operational semantics ex-

pressed using different mechanisms can be captured by

a common generic protocol. Once we have this gen-

eric protocol, we can use it to define new concurrency-

specific services. In this paper, we explore an example

of such a service by introducing the new concept of con-

currency strategies, which can be used to dynamically

explore concurrent execution traces. As we will discuss

in Sect. 7, this enables new opportunities for language

engineers around the flexible specification of concurrent

semantics and for language users around more efficient

interactive exploration.

4 A Generic Framework for Concurrent Model
Execution

4.1 Approach Overview

Figure 7 presents an overview of the proposed frame-

work for representing and analyzing model concurrency.

It is illustrated on the basis of our implementation within

the GEMOC Studio (with dashed lines in Figure 7),

but can be broadly adopted in any language workbench

supporting the specification of the DSL execution se-

mantics with possible concurrency.

The GEMOC Studio subsumes the Eclipse Modeling

Framework [42] and its ecosystem which provides the

Model Editing Server either for textual editing (thanks

to Xtext5 which supports the Language Server Protocol

(LSP)) or graphical editing (thanks to Sirius6 which

supports the Graphical Language Server Protocol (GLSP)).

5 cf. https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext
6 cf. https://www.eclipse.org/sirius

http://github.com/jdeantoni/simpleConcurrentLanguage
https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext
https://www.eclipse.org/sirius
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Figure 7: Approach overview (existing elements in dashed lines and contribution in solid lines)

Within the GEMOC Studio, two concurrent meta-

languages are already included to specify DSL execu-

tion semantics with possible concurrency, namely MoC-

CML combined with Kermeta [10] and Henshin [43].

While each approach provides unique constructs lead-

ing to some differences in the expressivity as discussed

in the previous section, the proposed framework offers a

unified way to interact with the resulting execution en-

gine and drive the possible executions of a conforming

model.

The proposed framework is customised according to

a given Concurrent DSL Specification expressed with

one of the Concurrent Metalanguages, and is respons-

ible for the execution of a given conforming model. It

includes a generic Concurrent Execution Engine, in-

teracting with i) a Concurrent Operational Semantics

Runtime, specific to a meta-programming approach and

the associated meta-language initially used, which is in

charge of interpreting a given concurrent operational

semantics from the concurrent DSL specification; and

ii) a Trace Manager in charge of managing the concur-

rent execution trace of a given model run.

The framework offers two ways to interact with the

execution:

1. The language engineer or the language user can provide

strategies to drive the resolution of the concurrency

of a given model.

2. The framework provides an interface that can be

used according to the GEMOC Concurrent Omni-

scient Debugging protocol, such that language-agnostic

Concurrency Analysis Tools can be developed and

used. This protocol subsumes the Debug Adapter

Protocol (DAP)7, and covers all the provided fa-

cilities for analyzing the concurrency, including the

definition, usage and configuration of strategies.

4.2 Framework Description

We now review the main ingredients (cf. Figure 7) provided

by the generic framework for concurrent model execu-

tion.

7 cf. https://microsoft.github.io/

debug-adapter-protocol

https://microsoft.github.io/debug-adapter-protocol
https://microsoft.github.io/debug-adapter-protocol
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Model and runtime state As explained in Sect. 2, we

consider that the executed model conforms to an xDSML

and that there is a separation between model and its

runtime state. In the proposed execution flow, we show

in a simplified fashion two high-level services called read
for reading the model and runtime state, and write for

changing the runtime state.

Representation of steps In the proposed framework, an

atomic or parallel step is an explicit object that embod-

ies a possible execution step, yet to come, in the execu-

tion trace. In particular, step objects are created by the

concurrent operational semantics runtime to publically

announce what are the next possible steps (see below).

Moreover, let us remind that at every point of the

execution, there can be multiple valid combinations of

atomic steps, and thus multiple possible parallel steps.

To better represent such a set of possible parallel steps,

the framework provides a symbolic representation that

comprises two pieces of information: (1) A set of all the

atomic steps that can occur at this point of the execu-

tion; and (2) A set of propositional constraints specify-

ing which combinations of these atomic steps can leg-

ally occur concurrently. To simplify the writing, we use

the term symbolic steps for parallel steps represented

symbolically with this pair of elements. Note that this

representation is independent of how the concurrency

model of the semantics is specified and evaluated.

Concurrent operational semantics runtime As explained

in Sect. 2, we assume that the considered xDSML has

a specification of a concurrent operational semantics as

part of its concurent DSL specification. We call concur-

rent operational semantics runtime the executable soft-

ware artefact obtained from this specification (e.g., us-

ing a compiler, or a generic runtime parameterized by

the specification), along with all third-party software

required to execute these artefact (e.g., interpreters or

solvers). We remind that executing a model using a con-

current operational semantics runtime results in a se-

quence of parallel steps, each composed of a valid com-

bination of atomic steps that can be executed concur-

rently.

To be able to drive an execution using a concur-

rent operational semantics runtime, we consider that

it must provide at least two services: computeSymbolic-
Steps, which returns the set of eligible parallel steps at

the current runtime state in the form of a pair 〈atomic

steps, constraints〉 to avoid enumerating all the eligible

steps; and executeAtomicStep, which executes one of the

atomic steps contained in a parallel step, which will res-

ult in changes in the runtime state.

Strategies In Sect. 5, we will show how the concur-

rency model can be dynamically explored using a set of

concurrency strategies. Different types of concurrency

strategies will be introduced in Sect. 5. For the purposes

of describing the generic framework, it is sufficient to

understand that concurrency strategies is a non intrus-

ive way to reduce the interleavings presented to the

user compared to the one proposed by the concurrency

model, itself produced by the underlying concurrent op-

erational semantics runtime.

Concurrent Execution Engine At the core of our pro-

posal is the engine, which brings together all the parts

when conducting the execution of the model. It is the

only part that an external client—for example, a lan-

guage user or engineer through a modelling environ-

ment—must use to manage the execution of a model.

The engine provides three main services: (a) start takes

a model and a concurrent operational semantics runtime,

and triggers the initialization and the beginning of the

main execution loop; (b) computePossibleParallelSteps
uses both the concurrent operational semantics runtime

and a set of enabled strategies to compute the next set

of possible parallel steps for the executed model—this

service is further detailed in Sect. 5.2, after the present-

ation of the different types of strategies; (c) executePar-
allelStep tells the engine to execute a given parallel step,

chosen from the set of possible steps.

Note that, among other possibilities, these services

aim to serve as a key piece for concurrent omniscient

debugging. An omniscient debugger is a type of tool en-

abling the interactive execution of a model in a similar

fashion to a traditional interactive debugger, but with

the extra possibility to jump back and revisit previously

reached execution states. When used for a concurrent

execution, a concurrent omniscient debugger must also

provide the possibility to choose which execution steps

to execute among the possible next ones, e.g., when

revisiting prior states. Our proposed interface and pro-

tocol provides exactly this missing piece, thus enabling

concurrent omniscient debugging.

4.3 Generic Concurrent Language Execution Flow

Figure 8 is a sequence diagram showing the execution

flow resulting from the execution of a model using the

protocol of the proposed framework. From the left, the

first lifeline represents the client that wishes to ex-

ecute a model. This client is typically a language user

or engineer that uses the engine interactively through

a modelling environment, or a dynamic analysis tool

that automatically explores the state space. The first

task is to configure the engine and start the execution:
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Client
:ConcurrentEngine semantics: OpSemanticsRuntime model: Model (w/ runtime state)

start(model, semantics)

loop [while there are more steps to execute]

loop [do until the client is satisfied with the set of possible steps from which to explore the trace]

computePossibleParallelSteps(strategies) 'strategies' is a collection, possibly empty if
the Client does not wish to filter the possible steps

computeSymbolicSteps(model)

read()

atomicSteps, constraints

possibleParallelSteps The missing second half of computePossibleParallelSteps is presented in Sect 4.3.

executeParallelStep(chosenParallelStep)

loop [for each atomicStep of chosenParallelStep]

executeAtomicStep(atomicStep)

write()

Figure 8: Sequence diagram of the generic concurrent language execution flow.

the client must provide both a model and a concurrent

operational semantics runtime in order to launch the

execution (start). Then the engine runs a loop while

there are more steps to execute. In each iteration, the

client asks the engine to compute the next set of pos-

sible parallel steps (computePossibleParallelSteps). The

client can decide to provide this service with a set of

concurrency strategies in order to filter the possible par-

allel steps, and can trigger the service as many times

as required to try different combinations of strategies,

until it is satisfied with the set of possible steps from

which to explore the trace. To fulfill this request, the en-

gine asks the concurrent operational semantics runtime

to compute the set of symbolic steps that can legally

occur given the model and the current runtime state

(computeSymbolicSteps). This computation requires ac-

cessing the model and the runtime state (read). Note

that, as this part greatly depends on how the different

types of strategies operate, we postpone its complete

description to Sect. 5.2 where strategies are explained

in detail.

Once the set of possible parallel steps has been de-

termined, the client makes a decision and asks the en-

gine to execute one parallel step among the possible

steps (executeParallelStep) Finally, the concurrent exe-

cution engine asks the operational semantics runtime

to execute each of the atomic steps that comprise the

chosen parallel step (executeAtomicStep), which changes

the runtime state in turn (write). Note that because the

atomic steps can occur concurrently, the order in which

their corresponding changes are applied to the runtime

state does not matter.

5 Dynamic Exploration of Execution Traces

This section presents how the proposed framework can

be used for the dynamic exploration of the concurrency

model for a given model.

We first present concurrency strategies, a novel concept

to define what are the interleavings that should be presen-

ted to the user in order to ease the support of such dy-

namic exploration. It is important to notice that this

exploration should be done without altering the concur-

rent operational semantics of the language. Rather, it is

a mechanism that can be enabled and disabled on the

fly to ease the navigation into specific execution paths

of interest. After we presented concurrency strategies,

we detail how they can be applied through a generic

interface, independently of how the concurrent opera-

tional semantics is expressed.
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5.1 Concurrency strategies

As explained in the previous section, our proposed frame-

work relies on a symbolic representation of the set of

possible parallel steps. Such a representation can ef-

fectively abstract specific implementations of concur-

rent operational semantics in terms of propositional

constraints over sets of atomic steps. This opens the

opportunity to provide additional support for language

engineers and language users in order to dynamically

filter and explore the language concurrency when ex-

ecuting a specific conforming model. In our framework,

this support is provided through the concept of concur-

rency strategies used to restrict the potential concur-

rency. This allows the human or tool that conducts the

execution to focus on a set of possible futures that are

of interest at a given time. Multiple strategies can be

applied together to further reduce the size of the sub-

set of steps. We differentiate two types of strategies for

filtering the concurrency model dynamically:

1. Symbolic concurrency strategies add additional con-

straints to the propositional formula provided by

a concurrent operational semantics runtime. One

class of symbolic concurrency strategies adds mu-

tual exclusion constraints between pairs of atomic

steps, specifying that these steps cannot occur con-

currently. More general symbolic concurrency stra-

tegies add more general constraints—for example

they might constrain the number of atomic steps

that can occur concurrently. Note that these strate-

gies already have access to the set of atomic steps,

so they might generate constraints based on proper-

ties of these steps, including by inspecting runtime

state that the steps access or modify.

2. Operational concurrency strategies are applied after

a concrete set of parallel steps has been computed

and algorithmically filter this set of steps. This is in-

herently less efficient than a symbolic concurrency

strategy because it requires a constraint solver to

enumerate all potential parallel steps only for some

of them to be later filtered out. However, it allows

operational concurrency strategies to compare dif-

ferent parallel steps and make decisions based on

the comparison result.

Because these strategies can be defined on top of

our symbolic step representation, they can be used for

any language, independently of the formalism used for

specifying the operational semantics. MoCCML intern-

ally encodes the concurrency model as a propositional

formula, which is what symbolic concurrency strategies

manipulate. As a result, some symbolic concurrency

strategies could also be statically encoded in a MoC-

CML semantics.8 However, by making them available

at the level of the generic concurrency engine, these

strategies can also be applied for languages with other

semantics specifications (e.g., using Henshin). Opera-

tional concurrency strategies cannot be expressed nat-

ively in either semantic formalism.

Moreover, all strategies can be selected and deselec-

ted dynamically during model execution, allowing for

the dynamic exploration of execution traces. This can-

not be achieved if the strategies are statically defined

within the semantics. Thus, we could envision a work

flow where a language engineer or language user might

want to explore the effect of different choices in the con-

currency model on the possible set of execution traces

before properly encoding the final choice in the semantics

(for a language engineer) or the model (for a language

user). Furthermore, the selection and configuration of

strategies could also be made accessible to analysis tools

via a suitable extension of the proposed protocol (see

next section for a brief discussion of the protocol im-

plemented in the GEMOC Studio), enabling these tools

to perform a more focused analysis of the overall state

space.

Consider the example runtime state shown in Fig-

ure 2. In this state, the operational semantics from Fig-

ure 3 will generate the following atomic steps:

– GHa: GenHandle,

– GHe: GenHead,

– Me: MoveAlong(He1),

– Ma: MoveAlong(Ha1),

– A22: Assemble(He2, Ha2),

– A23: Assemble(He2, Ha3),

– A32: Assemble(He3, Ha2),

– A33: Assemble(He3, Ha3).

Not all of these steps can occur concurrently. In particu-

lar, there are only two valid combinations of Assemble

steps: A22 can be combined with A33, and A23 can

be combined with A32. Other combinations would re-

quire one Part to be used twice. This is captured by

the propositional formula generated by the concurrent

operational semantics runtime:

(GHa ∨GHe ∨Me ∨Ma ∨A22 ∨A23 ∨A32 ∨A33)

∧ (A22 =⇒ ¬ (A23 ∨A32))

∧ (A23 =⇒ ¬ (A22 ∨A33))

∧ (A32 =⇒ ¬ (A22 ∨A33))

∧ (A33 =⇒ ¬ (A23 ∨A32))

8 Although, for example the overlap strategy we describe
below cannot statically compute the additional constraints.
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From this, a range of parallel steps can be construc-

ted, including, for example:

(GHa,GHe,Me,Ma,A22, A33)

or

(GHa,GHe,Me,Ma,A23, A32) .

Next, we describe some examples of strategies that

have been implemented within the framework provided

in the GEMOC Studio (see next section); note that

videos that illustrates the use of strategies and more

complex examples are referenced from the companion

webpage (see footnote #14):

– Symbolic Concurrency Strategies:

– Set of Events. This strategy allows only atomic

steps realising one of a particular set of events

to be executed concurrently. An “event” is a cat-

egory of atomic steps: all steps that correspond

to the same rewriting rule (e.g., a graph trans-

formation rule in the Henshin case or a Kermeta

operation in the MoCCML case) are said to real-

ise the event named after that rewriting rule (in

MoCCML, events are explicitly declared in the

specification of the concurrency model, cf. List-

ing 2). For example, we could specify that only

GenHead and GenHandle steps can be executed

concurrently (and that all others can only be ex-

ecuted individually). In our example, this adds

the following constraint to the propositional logic

formula:

Me =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Ma ∨A22 ∨A23 ∨A32

∨A33)∧
Ma =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Me ∨A22 ∨A23 ∨A32

∨A33)∧
A22 =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Ma ∨Me ∨A23 ∨A32

∨A33)∧
A23 =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Ma ∨Me ∨A22 ∨A32

∨A33)∧
A32 =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Ma ∨Me ∨A22 ∨A23

∨A33)∧
A33 =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Ma ∨Me ∨A22 ∨A23

∨A32)

As a result, only the atomic steps and the parallel

step (GHa,GHe) are kept.

– Overlap. This strategy allows concurrency only

where two atomic steps fully overlap in their static

footprint (that is, the part of the model they query

but do not change). In the PLS example, this is

useful to focus on concurrency at individual ma-

chines. For the example runtime state, this would

add the following constraint.

GHa =⇒ ¬(GHe ∨Me ∨Ma ∨A22

∨A23 ∨A32 ∨A33)∧
GHe =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨Me ∨Ma ∨A22

∨A23 ∨A32 ∨A33)∧
Me =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Ma ∨A22

∨A23 ∨A32 ∨A33)∧
Ma =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe ∨Me ∨A22

∨A23 ∨A32 ∨A33)∧
(A22 ∨A23 ∨A32 ∨A33) =⇒ ¬(GHa ∨GHe

∨Me ∨Ma)

Note that this constraint can only be computed

once the specific atomic steps are known and their

footprint can be established. To calculate the above

constraint, the overlap strategy inspects the foot-

print of the set of all potentially concurrent atomic

steps and identifies those with a shared footprint.

In the example, the four Assemble steps A22, A23,

A32, A33 are the only ones with a shared footprint.

Specifically, looking back to the Assemble rule

shown in Figure 3 the footprint of these steps is

given by the instances of Tray, Assembler, Con-

veyor, and the links between them (in and out).

It is easy to see that the four steps share these in-

stances as they refer to the same Assembler ma-

chine, which is only connected to one Tray and

one Conveyor. This is reflected in the implica-

tions generated in the constraint above: the first

four implications state that GHa, GHe, Me, and Ma

cannot be executed concurrently with any of the

other actions in the current runtime state, while

the final implication states that the Assemble ac-

tions cannot be concurrent with any of the other

non-Assemble actions.9

The constraint is not static, but depends on the

specific runtime state of a given model. In MoC-

CML, such constraints cannot be captured at all,

because the concurrency specification does not

have access to the footprint of individual events.

In a Henshin-based semantics, it is possible to

disallow concurrent execution of actions with a

shared footprint—for example, by adding an ac-

cess counter that is modified by each rule, creat-

ing a write–write conflict between rules. However,

specifying that only rules with a shared footprint

can be executed cannot be done in a generic way

with simple Henshin rules.

9 This final implication is redundant in this example.
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Variants of this strategy would disallow concur-

rency where there was overlap, or might trigger

already for partial overlap.

– Concurrency Limit. This strategy limits the max-

imal concurrency. For example, we could specify

that at most three atomic steps should be ex-

ecuted concurrently at any given time (e.g., be-

cause we have limited processing capability). The

strategy adds a constraint to ensure that at most

three atomic steps are selected to form a possible

parallel step.

– Force Presence/Absence. It may be important for

a user to focus on specific (set of) rewriting rule(s)

(e.g., the generation of head in the PLS language).

In such a case, it may be helpful to reduce the

set of steps to the ones where the rules to in-

vestigate are actually called. Similarly, we defined

a strategy to focus on the absence of a specific

set of rules. Note these strategies are different

from the ‘Set of Events’ strategy: that strategy

restricts what can happen concurrently, while the

strategies here completely remove steps that do

not refer to a particular event.

– Operational Concurrency Strategies:

– Token Elements. Sometimes, we may wish to con-

sider different parallel steps conceptually equal if

their footprint only differs in model elements of

a particular type. For example, for the produc-

tion line system it doesn’t actually matter which

pair of Handle and Head are selected to assemble

a Hammer. The token-elements strategy allows to

specify the type of elements which should be con-

sidered not to carry identity (in essence, these ele-

ments are treated as tokens only10). For example,

we could specify that any element that is an in-

stance of Part should be treated as a token. As

a result, steps that only differ in token elements

will be treated as equal and only one of these steps

will be kept in the set of possible parallel steps.

In our example, only one of

(GHa,GHe,Me,Ma,A22, A33)

and

(GHa,GHe,Me,Ma,A23, A32)

would be available to be picked.

– Maximal Concurrency. As the number of atomic

steps grows, the set of possible parallel steps can

become too large to comprehend for a human

user. In such a case, it may be helpful to reduce

10 The term ‘token’ is inspired by the notion of tokens in
Petri nets.

the set to only the maximally concurrent steps. A

step s is maximally concurrent in a set S of steps

iff @s2 ∈ S. s 6= s2 ∧ s.substeps ⊂ s2.substeps.

5.2 Concurrency strategies in the execution flow of the

protocol

In Sect. 4, we presented the execution flow of the pro-

tocol of the proposed framework. A key service required

for this flow is computePossibleParallelSteps, whose pur-

pose is to use both the concurrent operational semantics

runtime and the strategies to compute the set of pos-

sible parallel steps offered to the client. In this part, we

explain in detail how this service operates within the

protocol, in particular regarding the use of concurrency

strategies.

To integrate both symbolic steps and concurrency

strategies in the execution flow, the concurrent execu-

tion engine must provide an additional service called

enumerateAllPossibleParallelSteps, which takes a set of

symbolic steps (i.e., a set of atomic steps and a set of

constraints specifying the combinations of these atomic

steps that are allowed or required to occur concurrently)

and enumerates the set of possible combinations of atomic

steps satisfying the given constraints, which yields the

set of possible parallel steps—for this task, the engine

can rely on an existing external CSP solver such as

Choco [25].

Figure 9 is a complete sequence diagram of the com-
putePossibleParallelSteps service. The first part is iden-

tical to what was presented in Sect. 4.3: the concur-

rent operational semantics runtime provides the engine

with the set of symbolic steps that can legally occur at

this point of the execution. Then, the engine provides

the symbolic steps to symbolic concurrency strategies.

In return, these strategies strengthen the set of con-

straints, and thus reduce the amount of possible par-

allel steps. The engine then enumerates the set of pos-

sible combinations of atomic steps satisfying the given

constraints, which yields the set of all possible paral-

lel steps (enumerateAllPossibleParallelSteps). The list of

possible parallel steps is given to the second set of en-

abled strategies, namely operational concurrency stra-

tegies. In return, these strategies simply remove parallel

steps that do not satisfy certain criteria.

It is easy to see how this part of the execution flow

can be implemented for the different metalanguages we

have introduced earlier in this paper for specifying con-

current operational semantics:

– MoCCML already represents a concurrency model as

a set of constraints about what events can or must

occur concurrently. This can be provided directly to

the generic concurrent execution engine.
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Client
:ConcurrentEngine semantics: OpSemanticsRuntime model: Model (w/ runtime state) :SymbolicStrategy :OperationalStrategy

computePossible
ParallelSteps(strategies)

computeSymbolicSteps(model)

read()

atomicSteps, constraints

loop [for each symbolic concurrency strategy in strategies]

applyStrategy(atomicSteps, constraints)

constraints

enumerateAllPossible-
ParallelSteps(atomicSteps, constraints)

possibleParallelSteps

loop [for each operational concurrency strategy in strategies]

applyStrategy(possibleParallelSteps)

possibleParallelSteps

possibleParallelSteps

Figure 9: Sequence diagram of the computePossibleParallelSteps service.

– Graph-transformation–based operational semantics run-

times can use conflict analysis [31] to identify pairs of

rule applications that are in conflict and must, there-

fore, not be executed concurrently. This information

can be encoded as a set of constraints provided to

the generic concurrent execution engine.

6 Implementation

We have implemented our complete approach in the

GEMOC Studio language workbench for executable do-

main-specific modelling languages [8]. The code is open-

source (EPL-1.0) and can be found on Github11. The

GEMOC Studio uses the concept of an execution engine

to separate the operational semantics of an xDSML

from generic IDE features such as omniscient debug-

ging or behavioural analysis. Most execution engines

available for the GEMOC Studio are sequential ; that is,

they do not support the concurrent execution of steps.

We have implemented a generic abstract concurrent ex-

ecution engine for the GEMOC Studio, which allows

support for specific concurrent metalanguages to be de-

veloped as sub-classes. Each one of these metalanguage

integrations provides, for all xDSMLs implemented us-

ing the corresponding metalanguage, the complete in-

terface for concurrent operational semantics runtimes

presented in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5. Figure 10 shows a

11 Links to the Github repositories and to a working build
of the implementation can be found in the companion web
page: http://gemoc.org/concurrency2021/

screenshot of the GEMOC Studio running the motivat-

ing example model.

To integrate a new concurrent metalanguage in the

GEMOC studio, a sub-class of the generic abstract con-

current execution engine needs to implement two meth-

ods (cf. Figure 11):

1. computeInitialLogicalSteps() corresponds to com-
puteSymbolicSteps in Figure 8. It returns a Choco [25]

Model encoding a constraint over a set of Small-

StepVariables—special boolean variables that are

each linked to a specific SmallStep object.12

2. executeSmallStep(smallStep) corresponds to ex-
ecuteAtomicStep in Figure 8.

The generic concurrent execution engine can be con-

figured with a set of concurrency strategies, which are

automatically applied to the symbolic steps. Strategies

must implement the appropriate one of three possible

interfaces to provide their functionality (cf. Figure 11):

1. Symbolic concurrency strategies:

1. ConcurrencyStrategy::canBeConcurrent(step1,

step2)returns false if the strategy wishes to veto

concurrent execution of the two SmallSteps.

2. SymbolicFilteringStrategy::filterSymboli-

cally (symbolicPossibleSteps) can add fur-

ther constraints to the given set of symbolic steps.

2. EnumeratingFilteringStrategy::filter(steps,

stepComparator) returns an operationally filtered

version of the set of ParallelSteps provided. The

12 In the GEMOC Studio, SmallStep objects represent
atomic steps.
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Figure 10: Screenshot of the GEMOC Studio running the motivating example with the Henshin operational

semantics. Area (1) shows the current runtime state in the Sirius editor. Area (2) shows the possible logical steps

to be taken next and allows the user to select the step to take. Finally, Area (3) allows the concurrency strategies

to be selected and configured.

HenshinExecutionEngine

org.eclipse.emf.henshin.interpreter.Engine henshinEngine
…

MoccmlExecutionEngine

CcslSolver solver
K3DSLCodeExecutor codeExecutor
…

ConcurrencyStrategy

boolean canBeConcurrent(SmallStep step1,
SmallStep step2)

EnumeratingFilteringStrategy

Set<ParallelStep> filter(Set<ParallelStep> steps,
Comparator<Step> stepComparator)

SymbolicFilteringStrategy

void filterSymbolically(
org.chocosolver.solver.Model symbolicPossibleSteps)

AbstractConcurrentExecutionEngine

Set<ParallelStep> possibleLogicalSteps
ParallelStep selectedLogicalStep
…

abstract void executeSmallStep(SmallStep smallStep)
abstract org.chocosolver.solver.Model computeInitialLogicalSteps()
List<ParallelStep> getPossibleLogicalSteps()
void setSelectedLogicalStep(ParallelStep step)
void addEnumeratingFilteringStrategy(EnumeratingFilteringStrategy strategy)
void addSymbolicFilteringStrategy(SymbolicFilteringStrategy strategy)
void addConcurrencyStrategy(ConcurrencyStrategy strategy)
…

concurrencyStrategies [*]

enumeratingFilteringStrategies [*]

symbolicFilteringStrategy [*]

Figure 11: GEMOC concurrent engine API, part of the proposed protocol
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Ecore

EObject

EClassSmallStep

ParallelStep

Footprintfootprint [1]

substeps [*] accesses [*] changes [*]

instantiations [*]

Figure 12: Meta-model for parallel steps in GEMOC

given comparator can be used to check equality of

atomic steps.13

We have implemented the strategies discussed in Sect. 5.

All strategies are dynamically managed by a central

strategy registry, so it is easy to add new strategies.

Many strategies are parameterized and can be configured.

Strategies can be selected and configured initially when

a launch configuration is defined. During the model

execution, the user can also change dynamically the

strategy selection and configuration through a dedic-

ated view (Area (3) in Figure 10).

To allow the definition of strategies that make de-

cisions based on what part of the runtime state will

be accessed or changed by a step (e.g., the Overlap

strategy), we have extended the internal GEMOC API

so that each SmallStep is associated with a Footprint

that records where in the model the step will affect

(cf. Figure 12). It is the responsibility of the operational

semantics runtime to fill this footprint. Currently, the

Henshin-based implementations does so already. For

MoCCML, we will extend, in future work, Kermeta

3 (the underlying implementation language for atomic

steps) to provide annotation of operations indicating

the footprint.

We have integrated two concurrent metalanguages

in GEMOC Studio, namely Henshin and MoCCML.

These are implemented as sub-classes of Abstract-

ConcurrentEngine. The implementations are available

on Github.

7 User Scenarios for Concurrency Strategies

In Sect. 5, we have introduced the idea of concurrency

strategies as a tool for dynamically exploring the “raw”

concurrency model. In this section, we discuss user scen-

arios exemplifying how these strategies could be used—

providing some evidence of the benefits this new concept

13 This may require mechanisms specific to the operational
semantics runtime.

offers. We discuss user scenarios from the perspective

of two different types of users: 1. language engineers

design new modelling languages and develop their sup-

porting infrastructure (editors, debuggers, interpreters,

compilers, . . . ), while 2. language users use pre-defined

modelling languages to create, manipulate, analyse, and

execute models.

7.1 Concurrency strategies for language engineers

Language engineers can use concurrency strategies to

enrich the semantics of their languages. Concretely, we

envision two such scenarios:

1. Compensating for limitations in existing semantics-

specification formalisms. Existing formalisms for de-

fining language semantics can have limited expressiv-

ity to constrain the potential concurrency in execu-

tion of any given model. For example, MoCCML-

based semantics struggle to define how concurrency

constraints change in response to data values while

Henshin-based semantics struggle to express scop-

ing of concurrency to particular areas in a model.

Both approaches cannot easily capture limits to the

number of steps that can occur in parallel or notions

such as token elements.

Using our concurrency strategies, language engin-

eers can decouple the representation of aspects of

the concurrency model from the representation of

other aspects of the language semantics, choosing

the most appropriate mechanism for each.

2. Refining the concurrency model of a pre-defined lan-

guage. Language engineers may wish to refine the

concurrency model of a given language—for example

to create a language variant that takes into account

the concurrency limitations of a particular execu-

tion platform (e.g., a limited number of processors

for parallel execution). This could be achieved by re-

defining the core semantics specification of the lan-

guage, but this can be cumbersome and may re-

quire touching a significant proportion of specific-

ation rules. Alternatively, language engineers could

refine a language’s concurrency semantics by pack-

aging the language with a set of concurrency strategies.

Such language extensions are easily enabled by adding

a hook method [22] to the abstract concurrent engine,

which can instantiate a set of concurrency strategies

to always be enabled for this engine. The second scen-

ario above can then be easily supported by creating a

new type of concurrent engine that wraps another en-

gine, applying the given set of concurrency strategies.

Figure 13 summarises the necessary additions to the

concurrent engine classes.
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AbstractConcurrentExecutionEngine

...

Set<EnumeratingFilteringStrategy> initialEnumeratingFilteringStrategies()
Set<SymbolicFilteringStrategy> initialSymbolicFilteringStrategies()
Set<ConcurrencyStrategy> initialConcurrencyStrategies()
...

WrappingConcurrentExecutionEngine

wrappedEngine [1]

Figure 13: Template methods for pre-defining and re-

fining concurrency strategies

7.2 Concurrency strategies for language users

As a language user, concurrency strategies are useful as

part of the interactive exploration of models. Similarly

to the “refining concurrency model” scenario above,

a language user may wish to explore the appropriate

dimensioning of hardware by exploring the impact of

different additional concurrency constraints. This can

be done by enabling appropriate concurrency strategies

before analysing models (e.g., adding a concurrency

limit strategy to explore the impact of hardware with

a specific maximum number of available cores).

More generally, concurrency strategies can be use-

ful as part of interactive debugging because they can

be used to quickly reach a particular runtime state of

interest, from which to debug the model behaviour in

more detail. Because concurrent models can capture a

potentially exponentially large state space using a static

constraint similar to conditional breakpoints is not feas-

ible. Instead, it may be necessary to step through a

sequence of steps to reach a particular runtime state.

Manually stepping through model behaviours for this

becomes difficult as the number of possible events rises.

Our concurrency strategies allow the language user to

limit the choice making it easier to reach a runtime state

of interest. The video on the companion web page14

shows an example of this user scenario.

14 http://gemoc.org/concurrency2021/

8 Genericity of the concurrency model

representation

In this section, we present how we evaluated the gen-

ericity of our approach through our implementation in

the GEMOC Studio language workbench.

8.1 Research questions

As stated early in Sect. 1, the main objective of this

work is to provide a generic interface for operational-

semantics runtimes and a generic execution flow for

concurrent execution of xDSMLs. In particular, such a

generic solution must be able to deal with both concur-

rency semantics based on implicit concurrency models,

and concurrency semantics based on explicit concur-

rency models. Accordingly, we evaluated our approach

through the following two research questions:

Concurrency model independence: How independent are

the proposed framework, execution flow, and strategies

of the way the concurrency model of a concurrent

operational semantics of a considered xDSML was

defined (i.e., defined implicitly or defined explicitly)?

Tools definition: How well can the proposed framework

be used to define relevant analysis tools for con-

current model execution, regardless of the meta-

languages used to define the concurrent operational

semantics of a considered xDSML?

8.2 Experimental setup

The evaluation was done using the implementation of

the presented approach for the GEMOC Studio lan-

guage workbench. This implementation is presented in

Sect. 6.

Considered metalanguages To demonstrate that the ap-

proach is able to work with both implicit and expli-

cit concurrency models, we considered two very differ-

ent metalanguages, namely Henshin and MoCCML. As

already explained in Sect. 2, these two metalanguages

each take a very different approach to the definition of

the concurrency model of the operational semantics—

one through an implicit definition based on transform-

ation rules, the other through an explicit definition of

the conditions under which an event can occur. As such,

they aptly cover an interesting part of the spectrum of

possible concurrent metalanguages.

http://gemoc.org/concurrency2021/
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Considered xDSMLs and models To actually run and

test the implementation of the approach, actual xDSMLs

are required, along with executable models conform-

ing to said xDSMLs. For this evaluation, we considered

two different xDSMLs: (1) the xDSML for production

systems previously introduced in Sect. 2, and (2) Sig-

PML, an xDSML dedicated to data flow processing,

based on blocks, ports and connectors. This required

implementing one variant of the operational semantics

of each xDSML per considered metalanguage, thus one

variant in Henshin and one variant in MoCCML for

each xDSML. Regarding the executable models, we con-

sidered one model per xDSML, including the example

model shown in Figure 2 for the production systems

xDSML. Details on the considered xDSMLs and mod-

els can be found in the companion webpage10.

Considered execution scenarios Since we are dealing

with concurrent xDSMLs, each considered executable

model can lead to many different execution traces due

to parallelism or interleaving. In addition, the presented

aproach provides a set of strategies that, when enabled,

may alter the presented set of available parallel steps.

This further expands the list of possible user actions

during the execution of a model. For this evaluation,

we therefore identified a set of interesting execution

scenarios for each considered model. Each scenario fol-

lows the following structure: (1) start the execution of

a model with an xDSML, (2) apply a specific sequence

of parallel steps, in order to reach a point where the

amount of possible parallel steps to choose from is too

large, (3) undo the last performed parallel step, (4) en-

able a specific set of strategies, in order to explore, from

this point on, a specific part of the concurrency model,
(5) re-do the parallel step again, observe that the set

of possible parallel steps is now reduced, and arguably

significantly easier to choose from. More information

on the exact scenarios can be found in the companion

webpage10.

8.3 Experiments

Concurrency model independence To answer the first

research question, we used the proposed framework to

integrate both considered metalanguages in the GEMOC

Studio language workbench. The integration of both

Henshin and MoCCML is presented in Sect. 6.

Tools definition To demonstrate that the framework

proposed in our approach can be used to define rel-

evant tools for concurrent model execution, we imple-

mented a generic concurrent omniscient debugger. This

omniscient debugger provides a graphical view showing

the execution traces obtained from the execution of the

model, and shows what are the possible parallel steps

at any instant of the execution. More interestingly, it

gives the possibility to easily “go back in time” into a

previous runtime state, and to choose from there an al-

ternate execution path using another parallel step that

was possible then. Thereby, a language user or engin-

eer can explore and compare as needed all the different

execution traces that an executed model may produce.

The GEMOC concurrent omniscient debugger user in-

terface is shown in Figure 14.

Note that this tool was built using the addon mech-

anism of the GEMOC Studio [8]. An addon is a com-

ponent attached to an execution engine of the GEMOC

Studio, and that is notified of each and every parallel

or atomic step executed by the engine. For the concur-

rent omniscient debugger, these notifications are used

to construct an execution trace that can then be used

for restoring previous runtime states and previous pos-

sible parallel steps.

For both experiments, we manually conducted all

considered execution scenarios—each relying on the gen-

eric concurrent omniscient debugger for undoing a par-

allel step—on both considered integrations (i.e., Hen-

shin and MoCCML) and on both considered xDSMLs

and models.

8.4 Results

Concurrency model independence Both integrations of

Henshin and MoCCML worked successfully: all the gen-

eric code used to drive the execution flow and the use

of strategies worked as expected in both cases. We can

therefore answer that the proposed approach can work

for both concurrency semantics based on implicit con-

currency models, and concurrency semantics based on

explicit concurrency models.

As a complementary note, we can observe that the

generic execution engine (i.e., the reusable code that

does not have to be re-written for each metalanguage)

is made of 589 LoC (Lines of Code), while the Henshin

metalanguage integration is only 182 LoC and the Moc-

cml metalanguage integration is only 256 LoC. Thus,

the majority of the implementation code is generic and

not specific to any metalanguage, and integrations can

be built atop the framework with reasonable amounts

of efforts.

Tools definition The concurrent omniscient debugger

worked as planned after testing, with both variants of

each xDSML (i.e., the Henshin variant and the MoC-

CML variant). No code specific to these metalanguages
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Figure 14: In the bottom left corner, the concurrent omniscient debugger view in the GEMOC Studio, while

executing a model using the Henshin integration. A blue circle represent a reached runtime state. A green circle

represent a possible parallel step that was not taken during a runtime state. A yellow circle is a possible parallel

step that can be executed from the last reached runtime state. Double-clicking on a yellow circle advances the

execution with one parallel step, while doucle-clicking on a blue circle restores a previous runtime state and starts

a new execution branch.

was needed in the implementation of the tool, which

means that this tool can be reused for the concurrent

execution of any model executed in the GEMOC Stu-

dio, provided that the metalanguages used for the op-

erational semantics were well integrated. We can there-

fore answer that the proposed framework can be used to

define relevant tools for concurrent model execution, re-

gardless how was defined the concurrency model of the

the concurrent operational semantics of the considered

xDSML.

9 Related work

Much work has been done on the design and implement-

ation of executable DSLs. In this paper, we proposed a

conceptual and technical framework to explore concur-

rency independently of the way the concurrent opera-

tional semantics has been defined. This section presents

related work in the field of language design and imple-

mentation. It also addresses some existing approach in

the field of Multi Agent Systems where concurrency has

been explicitly managed, and some existing work in the

field of graph rewriting.

A language workbench is a software package for

designing software languages [50]. For instance, it may

encompass parser generators, modern editors (e.g., with

completion, quick fix), DSLs for expressing the behavi-

oural semantics and others. Early language workbenches

include Centaur [6], ASF+SDF [28], and TXL [12]. More

recent proposals include Generic Model Environment

(GME) [44], Metacase’s MetaEdit+ [45], Microsoft’s

DSL Tools [11], Krahn et al’s Monticore [29], Kats and

Visser’s Spoofax [26], Jetbrain’s MPS [49]. While more

and more elaborated, such language workbenches rarely

focus on the debugging of models. This preoccupation

related to domain specific debugging is recent [36]; and

few existing approaches propose debugging as a soft-

ware package. For instance MetaEdit+ provides a spe-

cific API as a crude way to debug/animate models from

an external software and Spoofax provides a simple

hard coded debugger. We can also cite the Debugger

Adapter Protocol (DAP 15) proposed by Microsoft, which

15 https://microsoft.github.io/debug-adapter-protocol/

https://microsoft.github.io/debug-adapter-protocol/
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defines the services which are required to enable the de-

bugging of a program independently of the language it

conforms to. More elaborated approaches like [7,9,47,

13] proposed to augment such protocol to provide om-

niscient debugging; i.e., a way to navigate (forward and

backward) in a sequential execution.

From these approaches, it is not possible to explore

the impact of concurrency on the system behaviour

since they consider a single execution trace. There ex-

ist approaches that focus on the debugging of concur-

rent systems [37,18,19]. However, all of these approa-

ches focused only on a “computer science notion of

concurrency”; that is, they reified the technical arte-

facts found in traditional operating systems or middle-

ware (e.g., Thread, Process, Fork, Join). In contrast,

we relied on the notion of interleavings and parallelism

between atomic steps, an atomic step being an abstrac-

tion of any change in a model runtime state. This kind

of reasoning about the order of relevant events is in-

spired by Tagged Signal Model [35] and more recent

works on logical time [1,15], which proved to be ad-

aptable to different notions of concurrency from differ-

ent domains. Consequently, we abstracted away from

technical artefacts of concurrency to keep only a simple

notion of atomic step (comparable to an event) and par-

allel steps (comparable to synchronous events). This al-

lowed us to align the omniscient and concurrent debug

protocol directly on the definition of the language se-

mantics rather than on abstractions over the execution

of the underlying models / programs.

In the domain of Multi Agent Systems, concurrency

is a main concern. However, like in other domains, most

of the existing approaches to debug such systems fo-

cused on technical artefacts (e.g., the Mailbox state).

However, since these approaches can be massively par-

allel, the idea of concurrency presentation appeared.

In [46], they proposed different abstraction levels for

the presentation of the concurrency to the user of the

debugger. These abstractions are domain specific (e.g.,

Agent view or Interaction View) but the goal was to

present the relevant information (which is activity de-

pendent) to the user. In comparison, our notion of fil-

tering strategy shares the same goal to provide relevant

information to the user that debugs the system. How-

ever we used it not only for representation purpose but

also to enable more focused exploration of possible ex-

ecutions.

In graph rewriting, semantics of specifications have

been based on the notion of unfolding [5] for a consid-

erable time. The key idea here is that the semantics of

a graph grammar (an initial graph and a set of graph-

transformation rules) is given by the set of traces that

are given by all sequences of rule applications start-

ing from the initial graph. Work on unfolding explores

compact representations of these trace sets for analysis,

using occurrence grammars. In practical tooling con-

texts, this has been used to generate state-space dia-

grams from a given graph grammar. These are direc-

ted graphs, where edges represent rule applications and

nodes represent graphs being transformed; where dif-

ferent paths lead to equivalent graphs, these are rep-

resented by the same node in the state-space diagram.

For example, the Henshin tool used in one of the con-

currency engines in this paper, supports the genera-

tion of state-space diagrams as well as their integration

with a model-checking tool [4]. This is similar to the

trace model built up by the omniscient debugger in

our work. In contrast to the works cited, however, in

our approach the trace model can be used in a generic

omniscient debugger to go backwards and forwards in

“time”. Moreover, we can construct trace models irre-

spective of whether the semantics are captured using

graph transformations. Finally, we introduce the pos-

sibility of using concurrency strategies to flexibly and

dynamically shape the concurrency model. While graph

transformation systems offer higher-level control struc-

tures (e.g., units in Henshin [4]), these need to be static-

ally coded and do not allow the kind of control of con-

currency offered by our concurrency strategies. Using

such control structures to capture behaviour patterns

to match for to select traces of interest has been shown

in the context of Maude in [38]. This is similar in intent

to our concurrency strategies but focuses on capturing

sequential patterns rather than filtering the concurrent

occurrence of steps.

10 Conclusions

We presented a generic interface for concurrent opera-

tional semantics runtimes, allowing them to be plugged

into a language workbench for concurrent xDSMLs. This

enables any such xDSML to be supported by concur-

rent omniscient debugging and dynamic analysis ser-

vices with minimal additional implementation effort and

based on an explicitly modelled operational semantics.

Specifically, we have demonstrated how the generic

interface enables the introduction of strategies that can

be used flexibly and dynamically to explore a language’s

concurrency model. This can be useful in multiple scen-

arios (and we aim to further explore each of these scen-

arios in future work):

1. Language engineering. Language engineers need to

ensure they have specified the right semantics for

their language. This is best achieved in an incre-

mental manner, where different alternative semantics

are explored with example models before the final
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choice is made. The ability to dynamically restrict

the concurrency model of a language without hav-

ing to rewrite the formal specification allows quicker

exploration of alternatives. An interesting research

question is whether it is possible to take a given

choice of strategies and (semi-)automatically sug-

gest changes to the underlying semantics specifica-

tion that will achieve the same effect.

2. Model engineering. Modellers need to ensure the mod-

els they have created do indeed capture the beha-

viour they are interested in. This can be understood

using model debuggers. Where problems related to

concurrency are encountered, the different strategies

provide a useful tool for clarifying the concurrency

that is actually intended before trying to understand

how the model can be changed to achieve this inten-

ded concurrency. An interesting research question is

whether a given set of strategies and a model can

be (semi-)automatically translated into a set of pro-

posed model changes to encode the intended concur-

rency in the model.

3. Dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis tools often need

to explore a large number of execution traces, and

limiting the set of traces that need exploring can

substantially increase the efficiency of the analysis.

An interesting research question is how our concur-

rency strategies can be used by dynamic analysis

tools to tactically constrain the set of traces to be

analysed so that problematic traces can be identified

more efficiently.

Our generic interface is based on a concurrency model

of atomic actions. This concurrency model is generic

enough to express different concurrent semantics, in-

cluding those with durative actions. However, it may

be too low level to provide a convenient interface for

understanding, analysing, or debugging models. An in-

teresting research question is how one can build on our

generic interface to support more sophisticated concur-

rency models—for example, in the way specifically pro-

totyped for durative and periodic actions in the context

of e-Motions [39].
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